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 Costumes should be modest and conservative.  Costumes should not be perceived suggestive or 

provocative. 
- No wide open back or low neck lines that are revealing or provocative   
- No hanging pants off of boys bottoms 
- Body needs to be covered on the top and bottom (no shirtless acts for boys) 
- No dressing in any way that is offensive to a minority group or something like that - can’t cross 

dress etc.  
- Costume length needs to be modest (no bikini or crop tops, no super short shorts, no skirts that 

don't cover the bottom to begin with, etc.) 
- No completely strapless or complete off the shoulders tops 
- No bra straps showing- clear straps suggested 
- Shorts or skating briefs must be worn underneath skirts that don't have a bottom attached 
- No see through tops unless there is another shirt or full undergarment underneath 
- No two piece costumes or illusion of 2 pieces – unless they fully fit together and stomach is not 

and will not show upon movement 
- No swimsuits (upon approval a skirt maybe added to bring into compliance)  

 
 No offensive or suggestive language or pictures on any attire or props 

 
 Costume choices need to be coordinated to go together within your group.  

 
 Skaters need to work together on costume choice & each skater pays for their own costume.  

 
 Skaters are encouraged to choose outfits that are congruent with the theme of the show or their 

particular song if possible. This doesn't have to be elaborate-- costumes could be as simple as a cute 
dress or an inexpensive fun outfit). 

 
 Don't be afraid to add color. It creates a vibrant show! 

 
 Accessories are a great way to jazz up a costume. (Scrunchies, bows, scarves, ribbons, gloves, hats, etc. 

can add finishing touches.) 
 

 All costumes are subject to review and pre-approval by the ice show committee. 
 

 Have FUN!!! Costumes complete the routine. Find something you enjoy that appeals to both you and 
the audience.  

 
 

** All costumes MUST be reviewed and pre-approval by the ice show committee BEFORE ordering** 
 

We reserve the right to deny a costume if it does NOT meet the guidelines listed above 
 


